The most merciful thing in the world, I think, is the inability of the human mind to correlate all its contents. We live on a placid island of ignorance in the midst of infinity, and it was not meant that we should voyage far. The sciences, each straining in its own direction, have hitherto harmed us little; but some day the piecing together of dissociated knowledge will open up such terrifying vistas together of reality, and of our frightful position therein, that we shall either go mad from the revelation or flee from the deadly light into the peace and safety of a new dark age. Lovecraft, 1975: 86 
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My Little Bestiary
My little bestiary is a monster. A perverse transpecies transvestite posing as philosophy manqué, it argues that nature has its way with us, uses us for sex, then murders us. That we need to be Nietzsche choosing syphilis, or Masoch, enjoying the pain, craving what he cannot change. If we are to be cheated on, let that be what we want. If we are to die, let that be our heart's desire. Nature loves us in the sense of a child who asks, If you love it, why don't you eat it? If we are to love something, let us destroy it. "Only the ones who love us can kill us. Those who love us kill us. And we kill those we love. This is what we cannot live. Only the dream tells us this" (Cixous, 1993: 93) .
Using women as robotic slave intermediaries she produces us then recycles us after offing us in what amounts to planned obsolescence. If we (and our parents and community) take care of ourselves she takes care of us -for a while; then she takes care of us -in the idiomatic Mafia hit-man sense. This is because our species suffers a species-wide ailment that is not quite the disease that Bible-consulting Benjamin Franklin and modern genetic investigators with multi-million-dollar nih grants consider: aging unto death. 'Planned' obsolescence has been naturally selected (the 'post-meditative' evolutionary equivalent of a premeditated crime or 'plan') because it protects populations (incorrect in terms of neo-Darwinian theory but probably real nonetheless). The scientific message here, killing bodies before their time so they don't overgrow their environment, may provide more fodder for bad behavior than the original idea of natural selection did for social Darwinism.
To drive home the message that all attempts to resist nature would be fruitless the Marquis de Sade punished Justine's mother by infecting her with his syphilitic valet's semen, then sewing up the vagina. As Klossowski notes, this is a trans-rape that rapes the rapist. Nature herself cannot be violated. All the violators will themselves be defiled and degraded, the elements of their bodies returned by fungi and worms to the biosphere from which they're on loan.
Come Together: Groups and the Muted Violence of Evolutionary Orgies
Although a career-threatening taboo in the peer pressure-cloistered picture of life repeated in mainstream, genetically determinist academic biology, fractal evolutionary transitioning from individuals to groups that form individuals at a higher level of organization is a demonstrable -and monstrous -biological fact. Such orthodox modern biology, called the modern synthesis or neoDarwinism is itself historically contingent upon an experimental focus on replication over metabolism, going back to Delbruck's bacteriophage studies of viruses, which lack their own metabolism (Dyson). It is mainly an evolutionary myopia (zoocentrism) that focuses too much on animals, recently evolved organisms that are quite like us, that obscures this crucial evolutionary dynamic. Objections put forth by mathematicians after a disciplinary coup in biology in the 20th century were both precise and inaccurate, and more recent mathematical models, including computer simulations unavailable to the early neo-Darwinists, now allow societies evolving as groups to work in theory as well as practice (Mitteldorf and Sagan, 2016) . Group selection is a fait accompli in evolution: species don't just gradually accumulate random mutations until they speciate, but cells, open thermodynamic systems, also join, forming individuals at higher levels of integration. The process of symbiotic merger is especially useful with organisms of different metabolic type, but evolution has also shown good results with getting conspecifics together, for example in the mitotic clone which is the human body and the tight collections of genetically close beings that characterizes eusocial species such as hives of bees, termites that air-condition their mound, naked mole rats burrowing beneath the African desert and global human technology, all of whose members do currently in principle have the ability to reproduce. In our species the gift (Derrida, 1995) 
